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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Bioethics has gained lots of importance in the present days and especially very important in the
field of medical research. Doctors, medical students, nursing staff and other paramedical staff are directly or
indirectly involved in the clinical and research activities. A proper training in bioethics is very essential especially
for medical students nursing and other paramedical staff. There are various teaching methodologies like a black
board (lecturing), power point presentations, case discussions, group discussions and film/movie clipping related
to bioethics .Each of the teaching methodology is effective in a particular group. Materials and methods: Four
different teaching methodologies were used to teach bioethics in four different categories namely MBBS students,
doctors/interns, nurses and lab technicians. All were exposed to all types of teaching methodology. An evaluation
was done by performance based and choice based evaluation system. Results: Case discussion was most popular
choice of MBBS students and Doctors/Interns. Among nurses and lab technician’s film discussion was best in
terms of performance and choice. Conclusion: Bioethics covers more about abstract issues related to the health
discussion on this topic help in better understanding and clarification.
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INTRODUCTION

Bioethics is a study of typical controversial
issues brought about by advances in biology and
medicine, it relates to medical policy, practice
and research. In general context ethics is about
giving priority to individual needs and moral
values in an attempt to curb and control potential
societal abuses. 1 The term bioethics was coined
in 1927 by Fritz Jahr.2 Van Ransseller Potter
gave it a broader meaning and coined the word
global ethics. It is a link between biology,
ecology medicine and human values in order to

attain the survival of human beings and other
animal species.2,3 The scope of bioethics can
expand with biotechnology including cloning,
gene therapy, life extension, human genetic
engineering and manipulation of basic biology
through altered DNA, RNA and proteins.4
The fundamental principles of bioethics included
in Belmont report are autonomy, beneficence and
justice the others which were added later on are
non malfeasance and sanction of life.5 Medical
ethics is study of moral values and judgements. It
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encompasses its practical applications in clinical
settings as well as work on its history,
philosophy, theology and sociology.6 Bioethics
has addressed a broad swath of human enquiry
ranging from debates over the boundaries of life
care (eg.abortion, euthanasia, surrogacy,
allocation of scare health care resources) to the
right to refuse medical care.7
Teaching and learning are the two sides of the
same coin. There are various teaching methods
like lectures, power-point presentations, group
discussion, seminars, role play, film or
documentary presentations, case discussions etc.8
Each of them has their own advantages and
disadvantages.9 The teaching methodology to be
used also depends on the topic to be covered; i.e.
for a particular topic a particular methodology
may be effective. The effectiveness of teaching is
dependent on individual interest, but more over
the methodology used is also important. 10
The most accepted criterion for measuring good
teaching is the amount of student learning that
occurs. Teaching in the absence of learning is
talking; effective teaching is that which produces
beneficial and purposeful student learning
through the use of appropriate procedures.11
Students are most qualified sources to report on
the extent to which the learning experience was
productive,
informative,
satisfying
and
worthwhile. A meta-analysis of 41 researches
provides validity that, student ratings tend to be
reliable, valid, unbiased and useful.12 Health care
professionals are the ones who are constantly
exposed to various issues related with bioethics.
This group includes the doctors, nurses, and
laboratory technicians, medical and nursing
students. The ability to understand the concepts
of bioethics varies in each of these health care
personals. There is a need for identifying the
proper teaching methodology for each of this
group; hence the present study was undertaken.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study population was divided into four
groups which included participants from
different categories like medical students,

intern/junior doctors, nursing staff and lab
technicians from the medical college and
hospital. A group consisted of ten candidates
each from each category, It included ten MBBS
students, ten interns/junior doctors, ten nurses
and ten lab technicians (N=40). Boys and girls
were equally distributed in each group. A total
of 160 participants were included in the study.
Inclusion criteria: Students from second year
MBBS were chosen, taking into consideration
that they sufficient knowledge of basic medical
science. Random selection of fourty students was
done; majority of the students had secured first
class in first year examinations. Hence the bias in
selection of the participants was ruled out. Junior
residents/internees, forty in number were
randomly distributed in four groups with ten
members in each group. They had better
knowledge on ethical issues.
The nurses included in the study were from
diploma (General nursing and midwifery)
background, had fair knowledge and good
communication skills in English.
Laboratory technicians, who had completed
DMLTC (diploma in lab techniques course) were
included in the in the study. They had sufficient
knowledge of understanding and communicating
in English but knew very little about ethics. A
total of forty members working in the various
depts. were included in the study.
Exclusion criteria: Those who lacked the above
criteria’s were excluded from the study. Nursing
staff had no theoretical knowledge of bioethics.
Topics chosen were easy to understand and
formed the core of bioethics. The four topics
chosen were Informed consent, Medical
negligence, and ethical issues of HIV/AIDS and
Clinical trials.13 Four different teaching
methodologies used in the study were Black
board /lecturing, Power-Point presentations, Case
discussions and film clippings followed by
discussions. Lecture is a talk or a verbal
presentation given by a lecturer, trainer or a
speaker to an audience. This method is
economical, can be used for a large number of
900
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students, material can be covered in a structured
manner and the teacher has a great control of
time and material. Power-point presentations
make use of computer and LCD-projector,
material to be covered is restricted. Discussion is
a free verbal exchange of ideas between group
members or teacher and students. In casediscussion a case related to the topic is explained
followed by discussion. In film discussion a film
or documentary related to the topic is screened
for 25 minutes, followed by discussion on the
ethical issues related
An evaluation was done by two types of analyses
i.e. performance based and choice based.
Performance based evaluation, scores of pre and
post evaluation test were taken into consideration
to access the performance.14,15 Pre and post
evaluation tests were done with the help of
questionnaires designed in each of the topics.
The topic to be taught was not informed to the
participants. Pre-evaluation test was given
simultaneously to all the groups i.e. all the 160

members had to take the pre-evaluation test at
the beginning of the day. Post evaluation was
done immediately at the end of their respective
classes. The type and number of questions asked
in the pre and post evaluation test were same, the
time duration of the class was restricted to forty
five minutes only which was followed by post
evaluation test for fifteen minutes. The questions
asked were of multiple choice and of yes/no type
.The questions were displayed on the screen
using LCD projector. Improvement was
calculated based on difference in pre and post
evaluation scores.15
A choice based evaluation was done on the last
day, after exposing all the candidates to different
teaching methodologies. In this system the
candidates were asked to rate different methods
of teaching used by their teachers on a scale of 14, one being the least important and 4 being the
most important teaching method. The results of
the study were compiled and analyzed by
percentage method.16, 17

Table 1: Schedule of the study

Topic
Day1
Day2
Day3
Day4

Informed consent
Medical negligence
Ethical issues of HIV/ AIDS
Clinical trials

Teaching methodology
Lecture Power point
class
presentation
Group 1 Group2
Group 2 Group 3
Group 3 Group 4
Group 4 Group 1

Case
discussion
Group 3
Group 4
Group 1
Group 2

Film clip followed
by discussion
Group 4
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3

RESULTS
Table 2: Results of performance based evaluation

Teaching
Method
Lecture
Power point
Case disc#
Film/disc#

MBBS students
Post#
Pre*
14.025
9.65
14.050
9.55
14.55
10.10
14.15
9.20
Nurses

Diff*
4.375
4.5
4.45
4.95

% imp$
21.87
22.50
22.25
24.75

Junior residents/interns
Post* Pre*
Diff *
15.7
12.45 3.25
15.85 12.40 3.45
15.55 12.55 3.00
14.85 11.85 3.00
Lab technicians

% imp*
16.25
17.25
15.00
15.00

Lecture
Power point
Case disc#
Film/disc#

9.00
8.75
9.75
10.25

3.00
3.25
3.75
4.00

15.00
16.25
18.75
20.00

5.62
6.00
4.87
7.75

11.25
13.75
8.75
22.50

6.00
5.50
6.00
6.25

3.37
3.25
3.12
3.25

2.25
2.75
1.75
4.50

Pre*-average pre evaluation score; Post*-average post evaluation score, Diff*-difference between average
pre and post evaluation scores, %imp$-percentage of improvement ; disc#-discussion
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Results of the performance based evaluation:
The major improvement in performance was
seen by medical students. It was above 20% with
all teaching methodology used, Maximum with
film discussion (24.75) and minimum with
lecture class (21.87). The other two teaching
methods showed almost same improvement
(22.5). The improvement percentage in junior
doctors/interns was less but almost in the same
range with different methods. It was highest with
power-point (17.25), followed by a lecture
(16.25), while it was 15% with case discussion
and film-discussion. In this category it was noted
that the pre-evaluation scores were in higher
range compared to other categories. So the
relative improvement was less.
Among the nurses highest improvement (20%)
was seen with film-discussion followed with case

discussion (18.75) and power-point (16.25).
They showed less improvement with lecture
classes (15%). As nurses had limited knowledge
on bioethics their pre-evaluation scores were less
compared to doctors and medical students. Lab
technicians had very low improvement compared
to other categories. The pre-evaluation scores
were least as they had no knowledge about
bioethics. The improvement percentage were
8.75 with case discussion,11.25 with lectures and
13.75 with power-point presentations but filmdiscussion brought about marginal improvement
of 22.5%
Results of choice based evaluation: Table
showing the preferences given by different
categories (MBBS, junior doctors/interns, nurses
and lab technicians) for different teaching
methods.

Table 3: Results of choice based evaluation

Teaching
method
Preferences
MBBS
Junior
dr
/internees
Nurses
Lab
technicians

Lecture

Power point

Case discussion

1
13
8

2 3 4 1 2 3
12 8 7 8 11 16
8 13 11 8 14 15

4
5
3

9
4

13 8
8 8

8

10 9 8
20 6 8

14
16

Film-discussion

1
16
18

2
15
09

3
5
7

4
4
6

1
3
6

2
2
9

3
11
5

4
24
20

8
10 12

5
14

13
10

14
4

14
18

13
10

5
6

8
6

Table 4: Scores and percentage share of different teaching methods

Lecture
Score
MBBS
Junior.doctors/interns
Nurses
Lab technicians
All candidates

Power point
%
share
27.75
23.25
25.25
19.00
23.81

111
93
101
76
381

Score
102
107
99
90
398

%
share
25.5
26.75
24.75
22.50
24.87

Case
discussion
Score %
share
123
30.75
119
29.75
87
21.75
114
28.50
443
27.69

Film/discussion
Score
64
81
113
120
378

%
share
16.00
20.25
28.25
30.00
23.63

Table 5: Concluding results of the study

Sl
no

Category

1
2
3
4

MBBS
Junior.doctors/internees
Nurses
Lab technicians

Best teaching methodology based on
Performance -evaluation

Choice-evaluation

Film followed by discussion
Power point
Film followed by discussion
Film followed by discussion

Case discussion
Case discussion
Film followed by discussion
Film followed by discussion
902
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Scoring was calculated based on the preferences
given by the candidates. It was calculated on
allocation of points i.e. the 1st preference was
allotted four points, three points for 2nd
preference, two points for 3rd preference and one
point for 4th preference. The sum obtained was
the overall score for each methodology under
each category
The majority of the medical student’s preferred
case discussions which accounted for highest
score of 123, lectures were their second choice to
score 111 followed by PowerPoint in 102. Film
discussion was their last choice. Doctors/interns
also liked case discussions very much, powerpoint and lectures were subsequent choice and
film-discussion was the last choice. Film
discussion was a popular choice among the
nurses and lab technicians. Nurses hated the case
discussions while lab technicians did not like
lectures the most.
DISCUSSION

In our study the participants were exposed to all
the four different types of teaching methodology.
The topics chosen were also of similar category
there is every possibility of bias as a particular
topic is taught effectively by a particular method.
To overcome this we had opted for a two way
evaluation system i.e. performance based and
choice based evaluation system as compared to
some of the studies. The performance based
evaluation took into consideration the
performance of candidate in pre and post
evaluation. In choice based evaluation system we
gave freedom to the candidates to grade the
teaching methodology.
When overall results were taken into
consideration it was found that film discussion
and case discussion as teaching methodology is a
most effective means of learning compared to the
lectures and power point presentations.
Discussion involves more participation; learning
is more effective and develops creativity among
participants. This may be contradictory to some
of the studies conducted on teaching

methodologies. 9 Lecture as a teaching method
creates new ideas, are good for large class but
useful only when the concept and views of the
topic are clear. Bioethics has more of abstract
concepts.1, 3 In this study, case discussions and
film presentations followed by discussion fared
well mainly because they provide a platform for
better understanding of abstract concepts in a
simplified way.8 Bioethics as such need not be
restricted to health care; it involves various fields
so there is need to evaluate similar studies in
other areas. In our study only four teaching
methods were tried, this study can be improved
upon by experimenting with other methods of
teaching.
CONCLUSION

In our study we found that lectures and power
point presentations are not much importance in
imparting the knowledge of bioethics. The
concepts involved in bioethics are abstract and it
requires more of discussion for better
understanding and clarifications. The topics of
bioethics must be reserved for panel discussions
in the CME and workshops, so as to improve the
knowledge of bioethics among medical and
paramedical personnel.
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